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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LawBase President to Attend MTMP Spring Seminar 2016
Denver – April 18, 2016 – LawBase, the leading case and matter management system designed to increase
productivity, today announces Phil Homburger, LawBase president, will be in attendance at Mass Torts Made
Perfect (MTMP) Spring Seminar 2016 taking place April 20-22 at the Wynn Hotel in Las Vegas.
“This event is a great place to network with plaintiff attorneys, learn more about what is happening in the
industry and show attendees first-hand how LawBase can help their firm become more productive,” states
Homburger. “I look forward to talking with attendees of this event.”
MTMP is a bi-annual conference held in the spring and fall of each year in Las Vegas, and once a year in
Philadelphia. MTMP Las Vegas conferences are designed for individuals working in the area of plaintiff mass
torts and personal injury litigation, as well as securities and toxic torts. The Vegas conferences are the largest
plaintiff mass torts gatherings in the world, with more than 800 participants (from 250 law firms) at each event,
covering every form of mass torts topics, from prescription drugs, defective products, investment fraud,
consumer fraud and business litigation. It has become the key gathering point for the promotion of mass torts
litigation, with virtually every major plaintiff’s law firm and lawyer in the field attending the event.
LawBase is a powerful and configurable case management solution. Strengths of LawBase include its wide array
of integrations with other popular legal software to maximize the return on investment for users. With LawBase,
law firms, corporate legal departments and government agencies can track a file’s progress, maintain client files
within various areas of the law, keep complete calendars and schedules, maintain file room management and
perform large repetitive tasks with just a few keystrokes, saving time and money.
For more information on MTMP, visit www.mtmp.com.
About LawBase
LawBase (www.lawbase.com) is the leading case and matter management software package in the legal industry
and currently being used by thousands in law firms, Fortune 500 corporate legal departments and government
agencies nationwide. LawBase was developed by Synaptec Software, a veteran company in the software field
with more than 36 years of experience in developing the most adaptable, intuitive case and matter management
product on the market today.
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